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Hack 1 - Make a Boho Fringe Bag

Materials

All of these projects use the same materials. Here is what you will need.

  . Pay attention to the material of your T-shirt, as it may fray. Stick to cotton, cotton

blends, polyester, spandex, or microsuede.

T-shirts

 Scissors

  : ruler, chalk & a safety pin or two.Optional

Hack 1 - Make A Boho Fringe Bag

These t-shirt totes are strong and washable!

Great for re-useable grocery bags or toting

toys and books. You can use it as a purse.

The uses are endless. Large or extra large t-

shirts work the best, since they will give

you the most room, and you can make the

best long handles out of them.
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1. Cut o� the sleeves in a rounded way. They will

become your handles. 

2. Cut out the neckline. You can trace a plate to make it

a perfectly round half circle. The deeper it is, the easier

it is to access your items in the bag. 

3. Cut the bottom of the shirt in to 1/2 inch strips,

about 3-5 inches up from the bottom of the shirt. You

can vary this depending how long want your bag to be

VS how long of fringe you want.

4. Stretch the strips into fringe and double knot them.

5. Make any additional cuts or changes to the scoop of the “neck” until you are satis�ed with the

look of your bag.

You now have a tote bag! 
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Hack 2 - Make A Chic Necklace

All you need is an unwanted cotton t-shirt, a pair of sharp scissors, and about half an hour. 
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Lay the shirt on a �at surface and smooth it out. Start by cutting o� and discarding the hem.

Beginning at the bottom of the shirt and working your way up, cut 1-inch strips to make loops.

Vary the width of your strips based on your desired necklace thickness. I wanted a lot of tubes, so I

kept my strips small. You can also cut a variety of sizes for one necklace if you want a less-uniform

texture.

Stretch out the loops you just made so the cotton curls in on itself and forms long tubes.

Double up each tube, matching up the seams at one end.
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If you break a loop at the seam while you’re stretching it out, just tie it back together with a simple

knot and trim the excess. {This really is a fool-proof project}

I used a women’s tee, so the tapered �t resulted in a great variation of tube sizes. If you’re using a

men’s tee, you can cut the tubes into various sizes and tie them back together as shown

above. Group all of your tubes by size, keeping the seams together at one end. Gather them all

together, with the longest tubes on the bottom and the shortest on the top, but save one!
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Cut the tube you saved in half to make it a long string. Tie the string in a knot near one end of the

section of seams. Tightly wrap the string around all of the seams to cover them. Be careful not to

get the tubes twisted or tangled as you’re wrapping.

When everything is smooth and covered, tie o� the other end of the string in a knot (using one of

the necklace loops if you need to).

That’s it!
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Hack 3 - Basic T-Shirt Weaving

Learn how to weave your T-shirts into striking patterns.

Step 1: Cut Strips
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Cutting Strips

 Make parallel cuts about an inch apart from each other down the side of the shirt.

 I suggest making horizontal cuts for your �rst attempt.

 You can make the cuts all the same width or vary the widths (as pictured above).

 Once you've cut your desired amount of strips, stretch them out so the fabric starts to curl. This

will make the edges look more uniform and clean.

Step 2: Choose a Weaving Pattern

The awesome thing about weaving is that it looks like it's really complicated, but its not! Anyone

with two �ngers can do it. Once you learn the pattern, you just keep repeating it with every strip.

Ladder Weaving
Ladder weaving is probably the most common type of weaving, and the easiest. With ladder

weaving the loops will say at the widest part of your row of strips.

Chain Weaving
Chain weaving is the same as ladder weaving but with an additional loop twist that creates a chain

down the middle of the strips.  See illustrations below.
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2 Kinds of Weaving

Ladder Weave shown on left, repeated twice. Chain Weave shown on right.

Step 3: Tie It
Repeat your steps with every strip until you get to the bottom of your cuts. You've got to secure

the last strip so that your hard work doesn't unravel before your eyes! In order to do this, cut the

last loop/strip in half, and then tie each end to the strip above. Double knots are your friends! Or,

tie the last two strips together with ribbon.
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Step 4 Optional: Combine Weaving Methods

Ladder Weave repeated 4 times. Repeated Ladder Weave with a Chain

Weave down the middle.

If you want to jazz up your T-shirt even more, try combining weaving methods! Cut your strips

extra wide, and use the ladder weaving method. Then, you can come back through and use the

chain weaving method. It'll end up looking like the shirts above.

Even the most complex-looking woven T-shirts are quite simple to make. Just by combining two

styles of weaving, or even repeating one style, you can end up with some awesome designs. 

So, grab some T-shirts, get creative, and start weaving! It really is that simple—cut, stretch, weave,

and secure! My next E-book will show even more fancy ways to do this.
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Take-in Your Shirts Without Sewing!
So now you've done all that beautiful weaving on your shirt, but it is still too big? No worries! you

can easily take-in the sides, no sewing required. I like the overall fringe look you get by leaving the

tails. For a more polished look, turn the shirt inside out before you tie the srips, cut them at the

knots, (always double knots) and turn it right side out again. Viola!
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Make a T-Shirt Halter Top

This T-shirt halter top is SUPER easy and it takes about

5 minutes!

One of my fa vorite tutorials to teach in my T-shirt re-

design workshops.

 With a pair of scissors, cut o� the arms of

the t-shirt on both sides.

1.

 Then cut a deep V into the  of your

shirt. Be sure to only cut the top layer, do not

cut through both layers!

2. front
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   Cut the back of the shirt along the lines of

where the arms �rst met the shirt.

3.

NOW cut up to the top of the shirt where the V

from the previous step meets the top.

 Twist the straps. *This will make the back

tighter as well*

4.

  Cross them in the front, wrap around your

neck and tie.

5.

You can even add some slashes or weaving to the back afterwards!
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